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Keeping Me Waiting Lyrics/Chords 
Writer: Bobby Noble 

Album: naked 
 

A few notes: 
This lyrics/chords chart is to give you a basic idea of the words and harmonic outline.  There's a lot going on in the studio 
recording that is not expressed below.  There are bass riffs, passing tones, different chord voicings, etc in this song that are 
great but aren't necessarily critical to your interpretation.   
Use the chart while listening to the song to get the complete picture. 
 
If you're using this chart for my naked cover contest remember to spice it up with your own take on things (rhythm, 
harmony, melody, phrasing, etc)- there are no rules limiting your creativity :D <3  
 

Verse 1: 

                           Cm                                    Fm 

You've been holding out on me, keeping me waiting 

             Cm                                                                          Fm 

The Chills on your skin from the way I been kissing ya baby 

                                             G7                                               Cm      G7 

Let me know that you don't wanna hold back 

 

Pre-Chorus 1: 

                        Cm                        Fm                 Cm                        Fm 

I'm the one you've been waiting on, the one you've been praying on 

                   Cm                       Fm                     BMAJ7   C#(add6)  C#(add2)(add6) 

Is it true, you say you love me dear.  I just can't get you off my mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chorus 1: 

                                      Cm                                            Fm 
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Let me Love you through the night 

            Cm                                Fm            G7                                        Cm 

Let me Hold you oh so tight..your angel's sides not comin out tonight. 

 

Verse 2: 

                                                                                         Fm         

Girl I'm really tired of waiting on you,  

                                                                                                     Cm 

even though I know ya think this love is brand new 

                                                                                                  Fm                    G7 

Can't you see we've crossed a line this is the time our love is fine, how can I put it 

to ya... 

Pre-Chorus 2: 

                         Cm                        Fm                 Cm                        Fm 

I'm the one you've been waiting on, the one you've been praying on 

                   Cm                       Fm                     BMAJ7   C#(add6)  C#(add2)(add6) 

Is it true, you say you love me dear.  I just can't get you off my mind. 

Chorus 2: 

                                      Cm                                            Fm 

Let me Love you through the night 

            Cm                                Fm            G7                                        Cm 

Let me Hold you oh so tight..your angel's sides not comin out tonight. 

Guitar Solo: 

 

Bridge: 

 Cm                                                         Fm                                
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I know ya love me, I think you're lovely, let's make a move to move the groove in 

time for loving 

     Cm                                                                Fm 

Our time is special, so let's not rest dear.  I gotta feeling you're gonna... 

 

Chorus 3: 

                                       Cm                                            Fm 

Let me Love you through the night 

(Keeping Me Waiting...) 

            Cm                                Fm            G7                                        Cm 

Let me Hold you oh so tight..your angel's sides not comin out tonight. 

Chorus 4: 

                                       Cm                                            Fm 

Let me Love you through the night 

(Keeping Me Waiting...) 

            Cm                                Fm            G7                                        Cm 

Let me Hold you oh so tight..your angel's sides not comin out tonight. 


